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SUMMARY 
The measured static - pressure distributions at the model surfaces 
and in the surrounding flow field are presented for a related series of 
bodies of revolution having locations of maximum cross - sectional areas 
at 0.3, 0 . 4, 0.5, 0 .6, and 0 . 7 of the body length . The data were obtained 
with the various bodies, all of fineness ratio 12 , at zero angle of attack . 
The Mach number varied from 0 .80 to 1. 20 , and the Reynolds number (based 
on body length) varied from approximately 23 . 4xl06 to 24 .6xl06 . 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to provide experimental data concerning pressure distribu-
tions on and near bodies at transonic speeds, a series of related experi -
mental investigations has been initiated in the Ames 14- foot transonic 
wind tunnel. In a previous report (ref. 1) the experimental pressure 
distributions at transonic speeds for parabolic -arc bodies of revolution 
having fineness ratios of 10, 12, and 14 were presented . The present 
report presents experimental pressure distributions at transonic speeds 
for a series of bodies of revolution all having fineness ratios of 12 , 
but with various axial locations of maximum cross - sectional area . 
NOTATION 
drag coefficient, ~12 
D 
base -pressure drag coefficient (see eq . (5)) 
friction drag coefficient 
pressure drag coefficient, CDsp + CDtp 
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body length, measured from nose to point of closure 
free - stream Mach number 
local static pressure 
free - stream dynamic pressure 
Reynolds number based on body length 2 
body cross - sectional area normalized by dividing by body 
length squared, nH2 
streamwise and radial perturbation veloci ties normalized 
by dividing by the free - stream velocity 
cylindrical coordinate system ( s ee sketch (a) ) where ~ 
and T] are s treamwise and radial distances normalized by 
dividing by the body length 2 
body radius normalized by dividing by the body length 2 
perturbation velocity potential 
first and second derivatives with respect to the normalized 




free - s tream conditions 
,-
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APPARATUS AND MODELS 
Tunnel 
This investigation was conducted in the Ames 14- foot transonic wind 
tunnel, which i s a closed- return tunnel equipped with a perforated test 
section permitting continuous operation from subsonic to low supersonic 
s peeds (fig . 1) . Each wall of the test s ection contains 16 longitudinal 
slots with each s lot containing a corrugated s trip as indicated in fig -
ure 1 . The ratio of a ccumulated s lot widths (minus the accumulated widths 
of the corrugated inserts) to tunnel perimeter i n the plane normal to the 
air s tream is equal to 0 . 054 (usually referred to as the poros ity factor) . 
Models 
The bodies of revolution considered in t hi s investigation had axial 
locations of maximum cr oss - sectional area at 0 . 3, 0 . 4, 0 . 5, 0 . 6, and 0 . 7 
of the body length (fig . 2 ) . All of the bodies had a fineness ratio of 12 
(the finenes s ratio i s defined as the ratio of body length, from nos e to 
t heoretical point of closure, to maximum body diameter) . 
The radii for the bodies having l ocations of maximum cross - sectional 
areas forward of t he midpoint of the body length are given by 
H CHmax [1 - ; - (1 - ;) n J (1) 
and for bodies having maxi mum cross - sect i onal areas aft of the midpoint,l 
lThe functional form of equation (2) i s identical to t hat used in 
reference 2 fo r the ordinates of a related fami ly of t wo-dimensional 
airfoils . 
(2) 
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where the coordinate system (dimens i onl ess with respect to body length) 




The parabolic -arc body of revolution is a special case in the present 
family of bodies which results when the constant C is set equal to 4 
and the exponent n equal to 2 . 
Values for the constant C and exponent n are tabulated below 
for the five bodies considered in this investigation : 
Location of 
maximum cross - C H sectional area, n 
~ 
0 . 3 1. 71 6 . 03 Eq . (1 ) 
.4 2 . 36 3 . 39 Eq . (1 ) 
. 5 4.00 2 . 00 Eq . (1) or (2) 
. 6 2 . 36 3 . 39 Eq . (2) 
. 7 1. 71 6 . 03 Eq . (2) 
In each case the length of the body from nose to theoretical point of 
closure was 72 inches and the maximum diameter was 6 i nches (Hmax = 1/24) . 
All of the bodies were truncated to permit mounting on the sting (see 
figs . 2 and 3 ). The base area in all cases was equal to 25 percent of 
the maximum cross - sectional area . 
The variations of the normalized body radius H, and body s l ope HI, 
are presented in figure s 4(a) and 4(b) . The variati ons of the normalized 
cross - sectional area, S , and the first and second derivatives are shown 
in figures 4(c), 4(d), and 4(e) . 
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I nstrumentation 
The axial force was measured by a strain- gage balance enclosed within 
the model . Multiple -tube manometers using tetrabromoethane (specific grav -
ity = 2 . 96) were photographed to record the pressure data . 
Body- pressure data were obtained by the use of two rows of static -
pressure orifices (located on the upper and lower surfaces of the models) 
extending from nose to base. Additional orifices were located at the 
model base and in the cavity between the body and sting support in order 
to measure base pressures . 
Local static -pressure data in the flow field below the model were 
obtained by means of a survey tube (see fig . 5). The survey tube was 
1 inch in diameter and contained static -pressure orifices located 900 
with respect to a vertical plane passing through the longitudinal axes 
of the model and survey tube. The experimental data were obtained with 
the survey tube at various vertical locations with respect to the model 
center line. Survey- tube locations equal to multiples of the maximum 
body diameter (dmax = 6 in . ) were chosen . The first four survey- tube 
positions are illustrated in figure 5(b) . 
Movement of the survey tube during model testing was made possible 
by supporting the survey tube at the model support strut normally used 
for changing model angle of attack. Arrangement was also provided for 
the vertical movement of the tension cable in order that the survey tube 
would always be horizontal . 
Additional static pressures were measured at locations s lightly 
ahead of the model nose for one of the models by t he use of a special 
static-pressure prob "' illustrated in sketch (b). 
f-oll------ 20"-----I>-l!<D " .. ~ =+=~ Body ~I Nose 
L4"~ 1- - I fe' 
Sketch (b) 
TESTS AND PROCEDURE 
The models were tested at zero angle of attack through a Mach number 
range from 0.80 to 1 . 20 . Reynolds number varied from 23 .4xl06 to 24. 6xl06 
(based on model length 2), see figure 6 . To promote transition, No . 60 
carborundum grits were cemented on the nose of each model . 
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The experimental data were not corrected for tunnel -wall interference 
effects . Considerations of the testing procedure and the data- reduction 
process indicate that the free - stream Mach numbers are repeatable within 
approximately ±0 . 002, the angle of attack is accurate within approximately 
±O.lo, and the pressure - coefficient data are repeatable within approxi -
mately ±0 . 005. An additional error in pressure coefficient is due to 
transverse flow, induced by body curvature, at the survey tube . This 
error is negligible except for the survey- tube position closest to the 
body where the absolute value of the error exceeds 0 . 005 only for the 
values of ~ where IS!(~)I exceeds about 0 .022 (see fig . 4(d)) . 
The force and pressure data were obtained simultaneous ly and reduced 
to standard coefficient form. The drag coefficient is defined by the 
following relationship 
where the component parts are defined as 
C Dsp 
~~b 
o CpS!d~ (4) 




The drag coefficient was calculated by the use of measured pressure 
distributions. The surface pressure drag of the body, CDsp ' was obtained by graphical integration of the variation of CpS ! with~. The base 
drag, CDtp ' i s e~ual to the product of the base area and the measured 
pressure coefficient at the base (the base pressure coefficient is assumed 
to be constant acros s the base). The skin- frict ion coefficient, CDf' was 
estimated by the use of the charts in reference 3. 
DATA PRESENTATION 
The data presented in thi s report consis t of drag forces, body 
surface pressures , and field pressures with the model s at zero angle of 
attack. Additional data for parabolic -arc bodies having finene ss ratios 
from 6 to 14 may be obtained from references 1 and 4. 
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Pressure Data 
Surface -pressure distributions and flow field pressure surveys are 
presented in figures 7 through 11. Although considerable scatter is evi -
dent in portions of the pressure data} smooth curves have been faired 
through the data points except where shock waves are known or believed 
to exist. 
Radial Attenuation of Pres sures 
The radial attenuation of pressure coefficient can be compared with 
t hat predicted by s lender -body theory. According to s lender -body con-
cepts (see) e . g .} refs , 5 to 7) t h e perturbation potential in the vicin-
ity of the body may be expressed in the form 
If the pres sure coefficient is related to the velocity perturbations 
approximately a s 
Cp z - 2u - v 2 (8 ) 
and if e~uation (7) i s differentiated to obtain the perturbation veloc -
ities } t h e pressure coefficient in slender -body theory may be written as 
Cp 
S "(~)lnT) [S I(~)]2 g l (~ j Moo) (9) 11 4 112T)2 211 
or 
C + v2 Cp + 
[S I ( ~)]2 S "(~)lnT) gl (~jMoo) (10) p 4112T)2 11 211 
and the derivative of t he ~uantity Cp + v2 with res pect to lnT) is 
{ 
[S 1 (~) ]2} 
d ~ + 2 2 411 Tj 
------------------------~--- = d(InT)) 
S "(~) (11) 
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The experimental results will now be examined with the help of 
equation (11).2 In figures 12 through 16 the experimentally determined 
[S'(S)]2 
values for Cp + 2 2 are plotted versus 1'] with a l ogari thmi c hori-
zontal scale . 
body concepts 
to S" (S) 
4:n: 1'] 
In order for the experimental data to agree with slender-
the data must fall along straight lines with slope equal 
Dashed lines with this slope are included in figures 12 
through 16 for convenience in analyzing the data (the vertical locations 
of the dashed lines are arbitrary). 
At subsonic speeds the range of agreement with t he slender-body 
concept, equation (9), increases with increasing Mach number . At tran -
sonic speeds the agreement is not restricted to the near vicinity of the 
body but apparently extends to considerable radial distances from the 
body center line. 
Drag Data 
The measured drag coefficients (adjusted to represent free - stream 
static pressure at t he model base) and the measured base drag are pre -
sented in figure 17 for the various test Mach numbers . Also presented 
in figure 17 are the computed drag coefficients CDf + CDs p (see eqs . (4) 
and (6)) . Typical variations of CpS ', required for the numerical 
evaluation of equation (4), are presented in figures 18 through 22 . 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif ., Apr . 25, 1958 
2From experiment Cp is known but v must be approximated by use of 
the slender-body result. However, the slender-body result for v is exact, 
within the framework of small-disturbance theory, at the body surface and 
attenuates rapidly with 1'] so that the s lender-body result for v is 
either sufficiently accurate or i s negligible in comparison with Cp o 
,. 
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Figure 1.- General arrangement of the test section of the Ames 14-foot 
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Figure 2 .- Bas ic dimensions of the models . 
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Figure 3.- Photograph of body with maxi mum cross - sectional area located 
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(d ) Variation of 8 1 (~ ) with ~ . 
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(e) Variation of S " ( ~) with ~ . 
Figure 4.- Concluded . 
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3d max t ~ 7J=O.250 
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4dmax t ~ 7J=O.334 
.... ----- G 
~ Pressure orifices on the side 
81 in. 
(b) Relative positions of t he survey t ube with respect to t he model . 
Fi gur e 5.- Concluded . 
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(a) Moo = 0 . 80, Smax at ~ = 0 . 30 
Figure 7.- Experimental pressur e di stri butions for the body wi t h maximum 
cr oss - sectional area at ~ = 0 . 30 . 
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Figure 7.- Continued . 
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Figure 7. - Continued . 
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Figure 7.- Continued . 
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Figure 7.- Continued . 
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Figure 7. - Continued . 
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Figure 7.- Continued . 
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(f) Moo = 1 . 00, Smax at ~ = 0 . 30 - Concl uded . 
Figure 7.- Continued . 
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Figure 7.- Cont i nued , 
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Fi gure 12 .- Attenuat i on of stati c -pressure coeffi cient with radi al di s tance for t he body with 
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